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1) This is my Q thread for July 14, 2019 

Q posts can be found here: 

qanon.pub 

Android apps: 

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

https://qmap.pub/

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Hunters Become the Hunted

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) To receive Q drops on your iPhone:

Step 1:

Install the "Get Pushed" app, which provides push notifications to your phone.

 Get Pushed
 Read reviews, compare customer ratings, see screenshots, and learn more about
Get Pushed. Download Get Pushed and enjoy it on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/get-pushed/id804777699?at=&ct=&ign-mpt=uo%3D6
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3) Step 2:

Once you've downloaded the app, open it, click the plus sign (+) at the top right and

scan this QR code. 

The other option is to search for ‘Qanon Updates’ in the "search for channel "feature.

Link to updates page: http://www.qanonupdates.com/qanon-sms-signup-form/

4) Q posted a link to a YouTube video and noted that the sick people who have

hunted children like predators have now become the hunted.

5) The YouTube video is a recent drone flyover of Epstein's Little St. James Island. 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/OJpPiZClb48

6) Apparently, the dome atop the temple blew off in a storm in 2017. 

Jeffrey Epstein’s private Caribbean island had mysterious safe, former…
An employee who reportedly once worked at Jeffrey Epstein’s secluded Caribbean
island claims the wealthy financier – who is accused of sexually abusing dozens of
underage girls – kept a mysterious sa…

https://www.foxnews.com/us/jeffrey-epstein-caribbean-island-mystery#

7) Since Epstein's arrest, at least 12 people have come forward as victims.

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/crime/article232551882.html

8) Elisabetta Tai said she met Jeffrey Epstein & Ghislaine Maxwell at a mansion in

New York. She was told she would meet a man who could get her a gif modeling for

Victoria's Secret. The encounter quickly turned into a nightmare.
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Inside the Victoria’s Secret pipeline to Jeffrey Epstein
Jeffery Epstein, a convicted pedophile who was arrested for sexually abusing
“dozens” of minor girls was constant fixture at Victoria's Secret events.

https://nypost.com/2019/07/14/inside-the-victorias-secret-pipeline-to-jeffrey-epstein/

9) Q posted a link to the article and asked anons to make personal and family

connections. 2 are in the US & UK. 

The New York Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Children is a starting point.

10) The last link in the above post points to a photo of Ghislaine Maxwell taken when

she attended the 2014 ETM (Education Through Music) Children's Benefit Gala on

May 6, 2014, in New York City.

http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/osVW4EmhXei/2014+ETM+Children+Benefit+Ga

la/Vl0uC7GgK_w
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11) Ghislaine Maxwell is the daughter of media mogul Robert Maxwell, whose body

was found floating in the waters off of the Canary Islands near his yacht named the

Lady Ghislaine.
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12) Robert Maxwell raided the pension assets of the Mirror Group Newspapers he

owned to the tune of $1.2 Billion.

Maxwell owned the New York Daily News, was a Czechoslovakian-born British

millionaire and former Labour MP.

Who, If Anyone, Helped Maxwell Siphon Millions?
LONDON (AP) _ Robert Maxwell's sons Kevin and Ian, and their American adviser,
Larry Trachtenberg, are key figures in the investigation of the late publisher's frantic
financial maneuvers to save…

https://www.apnews.com/eccc9c97a2e8a6f808d7df2b397d048b
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13) Ghislaine Maxwell attended Oxford University and founded the Kit Kat Club for

women.

After her father’s death, she moved to New York City and lived as a Manhattan

socialite. It was there that she met Jeffrey Epstein.

14) Ghislaine Maxwell's closest friends are said to be Jeffrey Epstein and Prince

Andrew. She has been accused of procuring underage women for both of them. 
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Ghislaine Maxwell hits back amid a devastating sex scandal
New York socialite - pictured with Prince Andrew at Heidi Klum's 'Hookers and
Pimps' Halloween party - is fighting for her reputation after being dragged into an
underage sex scandal.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2900787/Prince-Andrew-Heidi-Klum-Hookers-…

15) Although Ghislaine Maxwell has not been charged with a crime, she has been the

target of civil lawsuits.

Following Epstein’s Arrest, Spotlight Shifts to Financier’s Longtime As…
Financier Jeffrey Epstein’s arrest on sex-trafficking charges has brought renewed
attention to one of his top aides—British socialite Ghislaine Maxwell.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/following-epsteins-arrest-spotlight-shifts-to-financiers-long…

16) Q asked anons to dig and find people connected to Ghislaine Maxwell.

If I understand Q correctly, we're looking for someone 4 degrees of separation away.

17) Little Sis is a website that makes connections to well-known people. Included are

connections through family, work, political donations, and friendships.

This is their page for Ghislaine Maxwell. 

https://littlesis.org/person/176895-Ghislaine_Maxwell/datatable
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18) For those interested, here's the Little Sis page for Clare Bronfman.

LittleSis: Clare Bronfman

https://littlesis.org/person/38280-Clare_Bronfman

19) An anon found a picture with Ghislaine Maxwell (far right) and Nat Rothschild

(far left).
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20) Q asked if it's a coincidence people mentioned in the past, such as Epstein, Gloria

Vanderbilt and the Rothschilds (LdR) are now suddenly coming into the light.

21) An anon said there are structures on Little St. James Island that look like they

may be entrances to tunnels or bunkers.

22)

23)
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24) An anon posted an image of that area from a different angle.

25) Yet another angle.

26) One more angle.
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27) One anon's speculation on their use.

28) Q quoted the video he often posts and reminded us that draining the swamp

doesn't just mean removing corrupt politicians. It means prosecuting those who

blackmail politicians and those who harm children.

29) Following his arrest, Jeffrey Epstein's lawyers proposed a plea deal to SDNY.

Epstein would fully cooperate with the investigation and give up the names of people

involved in his crimes. In exchange, he would receive no more than a 5-year sentence.
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Report: Epstein's Lawyers Offer Plea Deal to Divulge Names in Exchan…
Jeffrey Epstein is planning to give up names of individuals who took part in the
trafficking ring he ran—in exchange for a substantially lesser sentence.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/epsteins-lawyers-offer-plea-deal-to-divulge-names-in-…

30) If Epstein cooperates with prosecutors, he will likely be testifying against many

rich and powerful people, making him a liability.

Q asked how you eliminate a liability, where Epstein was being held and if we believe

in coincidences.

PANIC.

31)

32)

33) For what it's worth:

The section of New York that was affected by the power outage was Midtown

Manhattan, North of 40th Street.
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34) Epstein is being held at the Metropolitan Correctional Center near Lower

Manhattan.

45) Rabbit hole alert.
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46) Q has mentioned several times recently, the New York Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Children and he placed them in a kill box. 

[NYSPCC]

46) As I was doing my research for this thread, I stumbled upon an interesting fact. 

In April of this year, the NYSPCC hosted their annual Spring Luncheon.

The featured speaker was, Vicky Cornell.

The New York Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Children Hoste…
MySocialGoodNews is dedicated to sharing news about social entrepreneurship,
impact investing, philanthropy and corporate social responsibility.

https://mysocialgoodnews.com/the-new-york-society-for-the-prevention-of-cruelty-to-ch…

47) Vicki is the widow of Soundgarden frontman Chris Cornell who died in May of

2017 while on tour.
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Chris Cornell Has Died at the Age of 52 (UPDATED)
The death of the Soundgarden and Audioslave musician was "sudden and
unexpected," per his rep.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/ypakay/chris-cornell-has-died-aged-52

48) Two months after his death, Cornell's family donated $100,000 to establish a

music therapy program in Seattle.

Chris Cornell's Widow Establishes Music Therapy Program in His Mem…
The program will help trauma-affected children in Cornell's hometown of Seattle.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gybeqm/chris-cornell-music-therapy-program-chris-…

49) But there's a darker side to this story and it has to do with rumors that Chris

Cornell and Chester Bennington had interviewed people who had been abused by

music mogul David Geffen 

(Geffen's net worth today is estimated at $8.4 billion)

David Geffen
David Geffen on Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/profile/david-geffen/#398d0ab817e0
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50) Chester Bennington was a musician, notably, the lead singer for Linkin Park and

later, the lead singer for Stone Temple Pilots. He suffered from sexual abuse that

began when he was 7 years old.

51) The story goes that Geffen found out what Cornell and Bennington were up to and

he put an end to it.

52) The story about Chris Cornell and Chester Bennington can be found on this blind

Item thread on Reddit. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/7i7gip/what_really_happened_to

_chris_cornell_and_chester/
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53) On December 9th, 2017, an anon said Bennington and Cornell tried "to"

move on Geffen and paid the price.

54) Q seemed to confirm the anon's suspicion but he corrected their choice of words.

Cornell and Bennington didn't try 'to' move on Geffen. 

They tried 'the' move on Geffen.

55) As I noted in my last thread, Q doesn't always confirm our suspicions, directly.

Sometimes he replies with an obtuse remark that suggests we're on the right track.

The implication here is that they confronted Geffen with what they'd found and it

didn't end well for them.

56) A major goal of Donald Trump's presidency is the removal of corruption on a

global scale.
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Since most people are unaware of the depth of corruption, it will open their eyes to

the truth.

It will bring a great awakening.

(I believe it will be a spiritual awakening.)

57) Since Q returned, the Fake News media has resumed their attacks.

The media attack POTUS because he's a threat to their narrative (and their existence)

They attack Q for the same reason—his operation is a threat to their narrative and

their existence.

58) Godfather III is a Q "signature." 

Signatures are coded words that indicate subjects and/or events that are about to

happen. 

Snow White refers to the CIA.

59) Godfather III refers to the Vatican. 
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We can expect events related to the Vatican to be in the headlines, soon.

60) Will this be a week to remember?

61) It looks like [Jussie Smollett] will be facing federal charges soon.

62) News from the Vatican.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna1029521?__twitter_impression=true

63) The latest on Little St James Island from Drone anon Rusty Shackelford.

64) Full video:
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/nK63JAcD8uQ
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A thread written by @prayingmedic
1) This is my Q thread for July 14, 2019 Q posts can be found here:
https://qmap.pub/ https://qanon.pub/ Android apps: http://bit.ly/Q-Map http://bit.ly/Q-
alerts My Theme: Hunters Become the Hunted h…

https://threader.app/thread/1150487157280165888

Audio podcast

229 Qanon July 15, 2019 - The Hunters Become the Hunted (Audio)
Those who once hunted the weak and vulnerable have become the hunted.
Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q_hunted This broadcast covers post #3427-
3435 on https://qmap.pub/ My website: https://p…

https://prayingmedic.podbean.com/e/229-qanon-july-15-2019-the-hunters-become-the-…

Video Podcast

229 Qanon Vid July 15, 2019 - The Hunters Become the Hunted
Those who once hunted the weak and vulnerable have now become the hunted.
Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q_hunted This broadcast covers post #3427-
3435 on https://qmap.pub/ My website: h…

https://prayingmedic.podbean.com/e/229-qanon-vid-july-15-2019-the-hunters-become-…
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• • •
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